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espising lawyers has been popular for centuries, and
knowing when to take it seriously is often difficult. I
Since the 1640s in England, vicious attacks on lawyers and
the common law have occasionally accompanied reform
movements. Are these outbursts evidence of a long-term tradition of radical hostility towards the legal establishment? Or
do they point to a tradition of political posturing with little
real substance?
With respect to early America, some very good historians have come to differing conclusions on these questions.
Maxwell Bloomfield suggests that, while radical in tone, the
attack on lawyers was rooted in essentially middle-class values and was not seriously connected to an ideology of social leveling or egalitarianism. 2 He nevertheless demonstrates
elegantly that the anti-lawyer sentiment of the Jacksonian
period was part of a longer-term and culturally pervasive
pattern. Richard Ellis's work, in partial contrast, documents
radical attacks on the legal establishment during the
Jeffersonian years, notably in Kentucky, Massachusetts, and
Pennsylvania. 3 Other legal historians have often stressed that
fundamentally different conceptions of law, lawyers, judges,
juries, and courts shaped the legal politics of Americans in
the post-revolutionary years. 4
Developments in Maryland offer an excellent opportunity
to explore such issues further. From 1790 to 1810 a reform
movement in the state led to important changes in the legal system. The legislature codified testamentary law and
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parts of the criminal law, modernized the penal laws, gave
more power to the local county courts, and made trial by
jury more practical,5 Certain procedural reforms even aimed
at eliminating lawyers' abuses. 6 Some reformers promoted
these changes in stridently anti-lawyer language, but most of
the reforms were moderate.
A radical wing of the movement, however, specifically
designed proposals to eliminate lawyers from the conduct of
legal business. Such proposals included a small debt law and
a system of arbitration. 7 In its extreme form, the small debt
bill might have taken most debt litigation out of the courts
altogether and placed it in the hands of justices of the
peace. The system of arbitration, which was designed to
substitute for any civil litigation, also aimed at dramatically
reducing the number of trials in court.
A genuine law reform movement brought about these
legal changes. 8 Republican ideology and party alignments,
backed by demographic shifts that created pressures for
change, also played an important role. 9 Moderate, reformminded lawyers often took the lead, and in the end, controlled the overall direction of legal change. But popular
distrust of the legal establishment, connected to a radical
ideology of localism and democratic egalitarianism, provided
a crucial base of support. Historians have linked this attack
on lawyers and the judiciary to a broad cultural shift in
attitudes towards authority.lo But the anti-lawyer movement
also had a logic of its own.
This analysis of Maryland's post-revolutionary law reform
movement begins with a closer examination of anti-lawyer
sentiment and propaganda. It then explores the politics and
logic of legal reform and concludes with some broader considerations of the significance of the Maryland story. Four
kinds of primary sources-I) the votes and proceedings of
the legislature; 2) the resulting statutes; 3) the related campaign in the press, and 4) the observations of politicians and
lawyers personally involved-provide the evidence. These
sources reveal a complex and interdependent range of antilawyer attitudes, political commitments, and demands for
legal change. Hostility towards lawyers and demands for law
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reform were based in part on local conditions in Maryland,
but also interacted with the politics of neighboring states, a
national political struggle, and long-term traditions of antilawyer politics in western culture.
Anti-Lawyer Radicalism
Maryland reformers used radical arguments against lawyers and the common law that sometimes resembled the
language of the radical law reformers of mid-seventeenth
century England. 11 A number of reformers in Maryland
shared the main concerns of William Sheppard, for example,
who, in his capacity as an adviser to Oliver Cromwell, advocated a decentralized and less formalistic common law. 12
Like their English precursors, however, the Maryland law
reformers were in fact a heterogeneous group.13 Maryland
provides little evidence of a seventeenth century style legal
fundamentalism, which sought to link legal reform to an Old
Testament vision of law. 14 Yet a similar distrust of the legal
establishment and yearning for simpler justice pervaded the
movement.
Distinguishing the radical perspective from that of the
moderate, more professionally-minded reformers is useful.
Whereas moderate reformers emphasized the need for efficient, reliable procedures, radicals often advocated dramatically different procedures and even justice without lawyers.
Like their counterparts in France, Maryland radicals wanted
the impetus of revolution to carryover into law reform; they
wanted to break the monopoly of lawyers, simplify legal
procedures, and promote "conciliation and arbitration in
place of formal litigation."15 Some Maryland radicals portrayed lawyers as using the medieval rituals of an old-world
guild to further their own interests, reinforce a hierarchical
social structure, and promote undemocratic modes of government. Such censure occasionally included attacks on the
whole common law tradition. From this perspective, law was
supposed to be laid down in black and white by the legislature and available for all to see and use. Any more complex idea of law would not involve recourse to a learned
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tradition but to a common sense understanding of justice,
that is, to the natural capacity of ordinary people to know
right from wrong. Radicals saw the lawyers' pretensions to
learning as mostly a ruse. They publicly alleged that lawyers
manipulated doctrinal ambiguity for self-serving reasons. 16
They claimed further that lawyers promoted an artificial
language of law designed to guarantee the need for professional interpreters and defeat the purpose of statutes. The
legal elite, they charged, monopolized powerful, centralized
institutions of government that usurped the discretionary
powers of both the elected legislature and local magistrates.
Judges presided over an intricate system of procedural rules
designed more to cause delay and generate fees than to
serve the interests of justice.
Newspaper articles used by reformers to mobilize popular support often reflected these radical views. At a key point
in the struggle for court reform, a Baltimore newspaper
championed the principle that sometimes law should be
disengaged from formal learning and legal training. The
author defended a new bill reorganizing the judiciary and
noted that it preserved on the bench of every county court
a seat for one layman, who would use his common sense
to put a stop to lawyers' chicanery.
The great mass of the people have found business to proceed much
faster by mixing a little common sense with legal knowledge . ... I know
many private gentlemen, who possess more accurate legal erudi·
tion than the majority of attorneys, although, perhaps, not so well
acquainted with trick and finesse. 17

For obvious reasons, a lay judge would be much less likely
to indulge the bad habits of lawyers, the author alleged:
A judge who has practiced at the bar. will generally feel partial to
the fraternity, and on most occasions wink at their sins of omission
and commission; whilst the wearied and harassed suitors pay for it,
both with purse and patience. IS

This hostility towards the "fraternity" and impatience with
the tactical use of procedural law constituted important dimensions of the radical position.
Local conditions clearly contributed to the development
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The second article in an anonymous series champions the l'estructuring of
Maryland's judiciary and criticizes the legal "fraternity." Baltimore American.
November 29, 1805. (Courtesy Maryland Historical Society. Baltimore)
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of such attitudes. As in the other mid-Atlantic states, many
of the leading lawyers and judges of post-revolutionary Maryland were highly trained. 19 With their superior knowledge of
legal procedures, concepts, and history, they were skillful at
manipulating the state government. Worse still, lawyers had
clearly profited from the legal confusion and financial crises in the decades following independence. 2o This situation
fueled resentment and encouraged the view, even among
some establishment politicians, that lawyers were the vestiges
of an Anglo-American aristocracy. Local perception was
linked to national issues, in part through the behavior of
Federalist partisans, such as Samuel Chase of Maryland. 21 For
anti-lawyer Marylanders, the pattern of Federalist policy
looked sinister: the legal aristocracy supported the Adams
administration, and the administration in turn supported the
interests of lawyers and judges through such subterfuges as
expanded federal courts and the Alien and Sedition Acts. 22
Such anti-lawyer sentiment combined with the interests
of the pragmatic reformers to push dozens of initiatives for
major legal change through the legislature over the course
of two decades. But like other reformers, the Maryland radicals also ran into a pattern of obstacles: vested economic
interests, the public fear of radical change, the basic social
need for technical expertise in the law, the desire of men
in power to maintain control of the state, legislative battles
and their myriad entanglements, lack of a coherent vision
on the part of their own radical forces, and perhaps especially the conservatism of the legal profession even among
lawyers who were political allies. 23
Law Reform and the Jeffersonian "Coup"
During the mid-1790s dissatisfaction with various elements of the legal system was highly evident in Maryland,
but members of the House of Delegates in the General
Assembly generally took independent stands on legal issues. 24
After 1795, as the contest between Federalists and Republicans developed into a full-scale party system, partisan rhetoric and block voting in the state legislature became more
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prevalent on both sides. Politicians on one side tried to tap
the reservoir of popular resentment against lawyers. Those
on the other side, opponents of reform, tried to tap into
popular fear of a weak, overly partisan, or unreliable legal
establishment. When campaigns in the press began to reflect
these efforts, the links between democratic egalitarianism,
legal reform, and political strategy became more pronounced.
In Maryland, as in Pennsylvania and other states, the
flurry of anti-lawyer rhetoric and initiatives for legal change
revolved to a considerable extent around political attacks on
the judiciary.25 Contemporaries and historians have interpreted the onslaught as an episode in the emerging party
system, which pitted the older faction, dominant since the
federal government was established in 1789, against rival
Jeffersonian Republicans. Federalist lawyers and judges, notably the ubiquitous Chase, encouraged this partisan interpretation. Chase railed from the bench against opposing

Samuel Chase, a volatile Federalist statesman andjudge, served on the Maryland
General Court from 1791 to 1796 and the U.S. Supreme Court from 1796 to
1811. The Senate impeached him in 1804, but he was acquitted in 1805.
(Courtesy Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore)
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legal philosophies and portrayed opposition to Adams's administration and resistance to judicial power as undermining the foundations of the country's legal system. 26 Other
Federalists also trumpeted the dangers of egalitarian leveling and pointed to the alleged lessons to be learned from
France's revolutionary misfortunes. One staunch conservative
from Maryland complained in a letter to Alexander Hamilton
that "anarchy" was likely to result from this "spirit of
Jacobinism, under the worn out guise of equal liberty and
right. "27
The opposite view, however, proved enormously powerful. This was the notion, promoted by Thomas Jefferson as
early as 1784, that the revolutionary heritage needed to be
reclaimed because the sovereign people remained half-shackled by a regime of privilege and hierarchy protected by law. 28
Maryland Democrats shared this view. Dr. John Archer wrote

Dr. John Archer (1741-1810) received the first degree in medicine offered
by an American school, an M.A. from the Philadelphia College of Medicine. A
Democrat, he served as a Harford County delegate to Maryland's constitutional
convention of 1776 and as a U.S. congressman from 1801 to 1807. (Courtesy
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore)
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to his son in September 1799 to explain that while the
French revolutionaries had carried things too far for the
cause of republicanism, aristocracy and monarchy were forms
of evil that still stalked the earth and must be everywhere
destroyed. 29 Elected to Congress as a Democrat, Archer's
letters from Washington praised Jefferson's unaffected style
and defended the Republican assault on the federal judiciary.3D
With the help of Democrats such as Archer in outlying
counties, the Jeffersonian Republicans took control of the
Maryland government in the elections of 1800, 1801, and
1802. Campaigning often focused on the "aristocratic" tendencies of government officials and undemocratic suffrage
laws. Republican electioneering emphasized the national
context of opposition to Adams's administration, foreign
policy issues, and support for Jefferson's partyY Democrats,
who often distinguished themselves from Republicans, placed
more emphasis on state and regional issues and the need
for election reforms. Over the next decade the DemocraticRepublican coalition instituted radical changes in Maryland,
including the democratization of voting and office-holding
requirements for all white, male residents. 32 The coalition
also supported legal reform.
Such political forces were in some measure a product of
demographic changes in Maryland that linked social reality
to political ideology, state politics, and national political
trends. Baltimore's population was growing dramatically,
much more rapidly than that of the state as a whole, and
the city was quickly becoming the political center of gravity
for the state. 33 Men who were excluded from voting in state
elections by the property and residence qualifications and
who were also non-English or members of religious minorities comprised a significant portion of the growing population. Moreover, among those who could vote, there must
have been many who were angered and humiliated by the
ritual of proving their net worth in order to vote or by their
exclusion from officeholding by even higher property qualifications. 34 In 1800, 1801, and 1802 the Democratic-Republican coalition made inclusive politics and electoral reform
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central to their victorious election campaigns. 35 Popular political support and links to ethnic and religious minorities
helped a new elite of merchants come to dominate the city
of Baltimore, the surrounding county, and other central
Chesapeake counties on both the western and eastern
shores. 36
Court reform and the democratization of the electoral
laws thus formed the core of a broad political agenda. Both
measures promised a state government more responsive to
the needs of "the people." And while court reform began
in earnest as early as 1790, the major overhaul came in the
six years following the Republican coup of 1800. Doctrinal
and procedural reforms were of great importance, but the
central battle concerned localizing judicial power in the
county courts. Immediately upon their assumption of power
in 1800, the Democratic-Republican coalition made it clear
it would reorganize Maryland's judicial establishment along
new lines.
A letter from William Pinkney to his brother Ninian illustrates the effect of this prosp~ct on conservativesY William tried to calm his brother, who had apparently written
to him in something of a panic after the tumultuous legislative session of 1800 was followed by a campaign in 1801
in which the Jeffersonians threatened to win again. William
responded, "I hope you are deceived as to the possible consequences of the ensuing State Elections-What has Thos.
Jefferson's being President of the U.S. to do with your General Court-Chancery etc,?"38
William Pinkney was sufficiently concerned himself, however, to review the arguments against the judicial system and
suggest a strategy for derailing the Republicans' plans. His
analysis indicates that, while he personally disapproved of the
reforms, he believed some of the reformers were motivated
by practical or principled considerations. Court reform was
more than a matter of "the ascendancy of this or that political party in the Nation at large. "39 He reminded his
brother that such attempts had been made before and gave
several specific reasons why people might support a reorganization of the courts.
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William Pinkney (1764-1822), a distinguished lawyer and statesman, served
from 1796 to 1804 as an agent in England for both Maryland and the United
States. He served from 1805 to 1806 as attorney general of Maryland. ( Courtesy
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore)
The Peril, in which these Establishments manifestly are ... [also]
may be found [1] in the local Interests of the different Counties
at any Distance from the Seat of Justice; [2] in the Interests of
the attorneys who swarm in every part of the State and in the
House of Delegates; [3] in the plausible and popular nature of the
Theory that Justice should be brought home to Men's Doors and
[4] that it should be cheap, easy, and expeditious; [5] in the Love
of Change which half of the world believe to be synonymous with
Improvement; [6] in the Disgust of Parties who have lost their
Causes and their money at Annapolis or Easton, and [7] who imagine they would have done better in the County Court; and [8] a
thousand other Causes that a long speech only could enumerate: o

By using language that emphasized public ignorance and
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discontent, Pinkney played down the issues of principle. But
his strategy for defeating the change clearly recognized its
roots in both Democratic and anti-lawyer opinion. Particularly notable are his references to the need for cheap, accessible, local justice and to the "swarm" of lawyers in th~
legislature, remarks which suggest some sympathy with the
reformers.
Pinkney's emphasis on the importance of localism was
also prescient. As the legal reforms of the 1800-1810 period unfolded, the voting blocks in the General Assembly
were markedly regional as well as partisan.
The Judiciary Bill of 1801
In 1801, on the heals of a Republican victory in both
houses of the General Assembly, a bill popularly referred to
as the judiciary bill became law.41 It was a victory for the
Republicans and those who wanted to decentralize the administration of justice. Maryland's judicial establishment had
preserved virtually intact the pre-revolutionary arrangement
of trial courts. 42 Most major cases were heard in the state's
General Court or in Chancery, where highly trained lawyers
and judges dominated the proceedings. Only slightly reorganized from pre-revolutionary times to comprise an eastern
and western division, the General Court remained the functional equivalent of the old Provincial Court. 43 And while the
jurisdiction of the county courts was expanding, the General
Court remained the hub for major civil litigation and appeals. 44 The Court of Appeals, shadowing the old governor's
council, stood at the apex of the system. 45 Though superior
in theory, the highest court was a relatively minor force in
practice, due in significant measure to the greater volume
of cases in the General Court and to the eminence and
professionalism of its justices. 46 Samuel Chase and his cousin
Jeremiah Townley Chase, Robert Goldsborough, and Gabriel
DuVall all served at some point in their careers on the
General Court bench. This arrangement not only looked like
the system of colonial days, it concentrated enormous power
in the hands of the General Court's three justices.
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This high degree of centralization, with its accompanying procedural formality and continued reliance on English
authorities, combined with other holdovers from late colonial times, such as the unwieldy system of testamentary law,
led to increasing demands for reform in the mid-1790s.
Centralization was a particular problem with respect to jury
trials. Trials would often take place not in the counties
where the plaintiffs, defendants, witnesses, and jurymen
lived, but in Annapolis or Easton-a burdensome and expensive journey for manyY Eliminating this problem formed the
nucleus of an extended campaign to reform the judiciary,
in which many lawyers participated.
Developments out of state also contributed to the desire
for change in Maryland. The adoption of the federal Constitution in 1789 aroused considerable public debate about
the proper role of courts in a republican political system and
the proper separation of powers. 48 The Judiciary Act of 1789,
with its system of districts and circuits, provided a possible
model for modifications at the state level, and subsequently
in Pennsylvania the wisdom of having strong district courts
at the county level was hotly debated at the constitutional
convention of 1789-1790. 49 Between 1790 and 1805, Virginians fought a lengthy and highly politicized battle over district courts, a reform in which local versus centralized judicial power was the key issue. 5o These public debates focused
attention on the fact that courts were political institutions
and that they could and should be reorganized in a way that
would best serve the needs of the public. 51 The organizational issue of central versus local trial courts was intensified through its association with related controversies-traditional, highly formal versus "common sense" procedures;
professional versus lay judges; and a politically responsive
versus an independent judiciary.
This last issue caught fire simultaneously in Maryland and
at the federal level. Partly because of their own state's similar experience with judiciary bills, as explained below,
Maryland's representatives became deeply embroiled in the
debate at the Capitol about whether or not to repeal
Adams's Judiciary Act of 180l. 52 Both sides had ample ba-
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sis for their accusations of partisanship. Maryland's judiciary
bill of 1801 also empowered the party in control of the
governor's office and council to remove judges who were
political opponents. Abraham Shriver of Frederick County
believed at first that the result would be "an entire new
bench," along with "a very extensive Sweep ... of the
Federal[ist] Magistrates" as a whole. 53
Prior to 1800, court reform in Maryland had often focused on problems of professionalization. The 1790 "Act for
the better administration of justice in the several counties
of this state" and its 1796 reenactment reveal this concern. 54
These laws established a system of judicial districts within
the state and provided for the appointment of chief justices
"of sound legal knowledge" for each of the five districts to
preside over the county courts. Each county would also have
two associate justices with the traditional qualifications-local
residency, experience, and integrity-but not necessarily with
legal training. Associate justices could not hold court without one of their colleagues present. These acts also called
for greater precision and uniformity in the county courts,
"as far as the circumstances of the state will permit. "55 The
restructured county bench, henceforth dominated by professionals with legal education, gradually accumulated jurisdiction and power. An act of 1791, for example, gave the enhanced county bench a rudimentary equity jurisdiction in
cases involving no more than one hundred pounds. 56
By 1794 at the latest, an effort was underway to shift the
balance of judicial power even more dramatically in the direction of the county courts by giving the county courts a
monopoly on the holding of jury trialsY This would entail
either abolishing the General Court altogether or transforming it fundamentally into an appellate court. Any law that
altered or abolished the General Court provided in the state
constitution of 1776 would amount to a constitutional
amendment and, to allow for an intervening election to
ratify the will of the voters, had to be approved by two
different sessions of the General Assembly. A bill to abolish the General Court passed both houses of the General
Assembly in 1794, and again passed the House in 1795. But
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its ratification was stopped in the senate. 58 This meant that
a small group of conservative political veterans defeated the
'will of the much larger and more representative branch of
the legislature. 59
This failed initiative for further court reform had important links to a broader move to bring the legal system under the control of the legislature. The House also demanded
in 1794 a definitive answer to the question of which part
of British law was still in force in Maryland. A move to
reform the testamentary laws brought this old problem to
the fore. A general problem for the mid-Atlantic states, the
reception problem was exacerbated in Maryland by Article
3 of the "Declaration of Rights" in the constitution of 1776. 60
According to a complex formula involving tests of "usage"
as well as chronology, Article 3 bound the courts of Maryland to observe English law and British statutes where Maryland law was silent or unclear. 51 The exact formula to be applied by the judges was confusing, at best. In practice, the
most learned lawyers and judges had difficulty pinning down
exactly what was meant and could not produce a definitive
list of British statutes and cases whose rules were binding.
This ambiguity empowered Maryland's judiciary to be the
final arbiters in many instances concerning the authority of
English or British statutes and case law. 52 In 1794 members
of the House of Delegates complained that:
it is a badge and monument of former
statutes should be cited in our courts of
the same time, the false and disgraceful
Maryland are not competent to legislate

dependence that British
justice, which convey, at
idea that the citizens of
themselves. 53

The senate would not agree to this strongly democratic language, but drafted a comparable resolution with less inflammatory references to the ambiguities created by Article 3. 64
The legislature thus empowered a team of distinguished lawyers to settle the matter once and for all by drawing up an
all-inclusive incorporation statute. But for reasons that remain unclear,. the committee of 1794 did not complete its
task, and the issue remained controversial. These jurisprudential concerns were related to the organization of the
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courts in several ways, not least through the issue of doctrinal uniformity and statutory control of the legal system.
The judiciary bill of 1801 continued the system of judicial circuits already in place. But it also limited the criminal jurisdiction of the General Court, increased the monetary
threshold for the civil jurisdiction of the General Court from
one hundred pounds to four hundred dollars, and reduced
to three the number of justices on the Court of Appeals.
Section 3 authorized the governor and his council to make
the necessary appointments, a chief justice learned in the
law for each of the five districts and two associate justices
for each county.55 The law had conservative elements, however, designed to help insure passage; it carefully avoided
repealing any explicit provision of Article 56 of the state
constitution touching the General Court or Court of Appeals. 66
Was the judiciary bill of 1801 truly a reform measure
or merely a partisan, Republican attack on the largely Federalist judicial establishment? We can compare numerous
rollcall votes in the House of Delegates, in particular, those
in favor of the new judiciary act with those in favor of the
radical new suffrage act enfranchising all adult white male
Marylanders. Seventy to seventy-two delegates out of the
eighty elected participated regularly in the session. On the
final rollcall vote a large majority of forty-eight supported
the radical extension of suffrageY A much more modest
working majority of thirty-eight voted in favor of a nearly
final version of the judiciary bill, as amended by the senate. 68 Of the thirty-eight delegates voting for court reform,
all but four also voted for the broadening of suffrage. Of
the fourteen opposed to democratic suffrage, all but one
also opposed the judiciary bill. Five conservative delegates
from heavily Federalist counties acquiesced to democratic
suffrage, but opposed the judiciary bill. Even with abstentions and absences, the alignment was decisive: no delegate
voting for the judiciary bill opposed the bill to radically
extend suffrage, and no delegate voting against the radical
suffrage bill favored the judiciary bil1. 59
These voting patterns reveal the strong connection be-
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tween the democratic movement and court reform, as well
as the strengthening of party lines since the mid-1790s. The
expansion of suffrage and the new judicial arrangement now
formed part of a broad, identifiably Democratic-Republican
legislative agenda. After 1800 a relatively coherent voting
block on issues related to legal reform continued to exert
its influence, though it occasionally lost a working majority,
split into more conservative and more radical factions, or
divided along lines of local interest.
Abolition of the General Court
The next major step for the reformers was the abolition
of the General Court. Through the acts of 1790, 1791, 1796,
and 1801 discussed above, the county courts were both
strengthened and regionalized to a considerable extent.
County courts now anticipated exclusive trial jurisdiction in
most criminal matters and were presided over by a chief
judge with legal training. But the General Court still threatened to dominate major litigation and retain its powerful
supervisory discretion over doctrine and procedure. Furthermore, the justices of the General Court and their friends
in the legislature could not be counted on to peaceably ratify
the new arrangements, since many of the laws would automatically expire at some point and, as customary in this age,
come up for renewal. Only eliminating the General Court
altogether and restructuring the Court of Appeals would be
likely to guarantee the preeminence of the local tribunals
and anchor "the trial of facts" securely in the county courts.
The effort took six years, and all did not go smoothly.
Abolishing the General Court meant in effect, not simply
making new appointments to judicial offices created by statute, but possibly removing judges with constitutional protection. Marylanders engaged in a heated debate over such a
move at the state and national levels. 70
In 1802 a bill to abolish the General Court was launched
in the wake of the successful judiciary bill of the previous
year. This 1802 bill, an "Act to alter, change and abolish,
such parts of the constitution and form of government as
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relates to the establishing of a general court and court of
appeals," narrowly passed, but failed to obtain the necessary
ratification in 1803, as in the earlier attempt of 1794-1795. 71
The bill would have made the local county courts virtually
the only courts with an original jurisdiction in cases triable
by jury. As in 1801, most delegates in favor of reorganizing
the judiciary also voted in 1802 for electoral reforms, reallocating districts, and other measures designed to
strengthen local government and democratize state government. 72 Further analysis of voting suggests strong affinities
among law reformers and democratic radicals. Ratification
of the bill to abolish the General Court failed in 1803,
twenty-eight in favor to forty against. 73 Most of the twentyeight supporters of abolition were also on the losing side
of a move to institute popular election of the governor, who
was elected annually by the legislature. In 1804 and 1805
the third attempt to abolish the General Court was supported by many of the same delegates, who were again on
the losing side of efforts to secure popular election of the
governor, election of county fiscal officers, direct election
of state senators, and other measures to strengthen democratic representation in state government. 74
Evidence in the press and from other important testimony suggests that the coalition in favor of abolishing the
General Court depended on the vote of a faction of moderates, mostly concerned about travel and related expenses.
A detailed analysis of court costs and travel expenses involved in a typical suit appeared in the Republican Star or
Eastern Shore General Advertiser on October 22, 1805. It
showed that a citizen of Allegany County in far western
Maryland could easily save seventy pounds on the costs of
a suit and jury trial in his home county, a savings of about
76 percent over the same suit in the General Court at
Annapolis, while a litigant from Worcester, on the Eastern
Shore, might save over fifty-six pounds, a savings of 72
percent over the same suit in Easton.
Legal ideology was, nevertheless, important. The rank
and file of Maryland politicians were not lawyers, much less
philosophers of law. But they did have a basic vision of law
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and of courts, one that was perhaps typified by the views
of Abraham Shriver. Shriver's father, David Shriver, Sr., was
a veteran Maryland legislator at the center of Frederick
County's Republican political machine. Abraham had recently
been named an associate justice for the Frederick County
district. His views have already been cited to illustrate the
nature of partisan calculations on the Republican side, and
they are revealing about legal ideology as well. 75
As mentioned above, the 1802 act to abolish the General Court was not ratified and became a nullity the following year. But in January 1803 Shriver was extremely upset
about the prospects of its passage because of a provision in
Section 2 requiring two of the three justices appointed in
any district to be learned in the law.
I do not mean that my dislike proceeds from any effect it can have
on me, but that it proceeds from principle. I hate monopolies. I
hate exclusive privileges; I think they are unbecoming the Genius
of our Government. 76

His further remarks manifested a simplistic, even mechanical view of judicial decision making and seethed with resentment against lawyers. He admitted it might be true that
formally educated judges were "necessary on the appellate
Courts." But in the counties, where it was already required
that the chief judge be learned in the law, he believed this
was unnecessary. If the individuals before the court lacked
knowledge of the law, their lawyers could provide it. As
for the need for the judges to untangle any possible ambiguities or conflict of laws, this was a matter of "the
construction of ... language," which could be "understood,
and Justly expounded tho the person has not been bred a
Lawyer. "77
Sure I am that characters can always be selected out of the mass
of the people whose natural understandings are more vigorous, and
whose acquired knowledge is often as extensive as are found in
the General character of Lawyers-[Iaymen] who in fact wilI under·
stand the use of language more criticalIY and who will expound a
paragraph with more ability than many ... [a] Lawyer who in fact
by nature was intended for the plow or Maul. What then is wanting, towards making such minds useful in expounding Law [i.e ..
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from the bench], but a general knowledge of what is in force and
what is not-of what applies to the question in dispute. 78

Such remarks, as emotionally charged as they were, give a
neat impression of the attitudes of a local magistrate towards
lawyers and elite jurisprudence. Judges fit the facts to the
letter of the law, which Shriver called "what is in force," and
then used common sense to make their decisions. This vision denied that the learned tradition of law contained any
hidden repository of wisdom or useful legal principles and
embraced the democratic attitude that statute law was the
law in its entirety. Along with this came a somewhat naive
expectation about how law should function in practice-without doctrinal complexity and with little or no element of
judicial discretion, much less policy making. In the early
1800s, such attitudes helped justify the radical reform agenda
and shape the substance of the specific initiatives. 79
The debate made its way into the press. In view of the
protracted effort to dismantle the General Court, the electoral contest that intervened between the General Assembly
of 1804 and that of 1805 was particularly high-pitched. Based
on early election results, a Republican paper on October 5,
1805, predicted an eight vote majority in the House for the
measure abolishing the court. so Opponents of the measure
had campaigned against it during the elections. Some
pointed out that the bill would require, ironically, the new
appointment of a number of lawyers to the bench. Could
enough qualified Republicans be found? Would such a reorganization really serve the interests of the people? The
Baltimore American and Commercial Daily Advertiser carried a
strident article in favor of the court reform bill, largely focused on this issue of new appointments. sl The article was
ostensibly addressed to the "Executive" of Maryland, meaning the governor and council annually selected by the legislature, who would be responsible for making the judicial
appointments. Rhetorically complex and politically sophisticated, the essay aimed at several audiences. It was designed
in part to consolidate Republican support by threatening the
possibility of public outrage if the measure failed.
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This evil [a defeat of the measure to abolish the General
Court], great as it appears, is likely to be overcome[-]the republicans, adopting a line of conduct well calculated to defeat the nefarious designs of their foes, may render abortive the attempts of
aristocrats to purloin the general rights of men under the garb of
affection for a particular institution. 82

The author also aimed to deflate the concerns of overly
partisan Republicans by down playing the problem of appointments and simultaneously to appeal to popular and radical
supporters by stressing "simple and pure justice independent
of law."
If there be not republican characters enough, of legal education, to
fill the new stations, look around you for men among the mass of
the people; investigate the quality of the understandings of those
who now preside in our county courts in the situation of associates, and ascertain whether there be not among THEM minds well
instructed in the laws of the land, in the rules of court, and the
principles of equity, [well] calculated to sit as administrators of
justice to their fellow citizens. Let it be a fixed principle that the
chief judge shall be a man educated to the profession of the law,
skillful in practice, wise by experience; and one, at least, of his
associates, shall be a private gentleman, of good education, well
read, of strong mind, and sound memol·Y. Recollect that in the
administration of justice there is a power given to the judges of
deciding according to equity; remember that the rules of equity
are not always best understood by lawyers. Their indiscriminate
defence of right and wrong whilst in practice, as the immortal
Junius observes, is calculated to lessen their perceptions of simple
and pure justice independent of law. 83

Thus, the author argued, a major reason for backing the
reform was that it checked the hold of professional lawyers
and legal technicalities over the courts.
A final resolution occurred in January of 1806, when the
General Assembly of 1805 passed an act to confirm the 1804
"Act to provide for the trial of facts in the several counties
of this state, and to alter, change and abolish, all such parts
of the constitution and form of government as relate to the
general court and court of appeals."84 The new law altered
the judicial districts slightly, increasing the number by one
and creating a separate district for Baltimore and Harford
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counties, abolished the General Court and the nearly vestigial Court of Appeals, and created a new Court of Appeals
composed of the chief judges of each of the six judicial
districts.
In the end the attack on the General Court was not, in
Maryland, simply a partisan attack on a Federalist bench,
although important elements of party discipline were involved. Local jury trials were a genuine reform, and, for
radicals, local justice meant loosening the hold of elite lawyers over the legal system.
The Arbitration System
The campaign to reign in the legal establishment in
Maryland reached a peak of radicalism, rhetorically at any
rate, in 1809 and 1810. Two measures generated by the
1809 General Assembly provided a focal point. The first,
referred to generically in the press as the fifty dollar act,
adjusted upward the small debt jurisdiction of the justices
of the peace. 8S The second was an attempt to introduce a
radical system of arbitration, to be available at the choice
of either party, for the resolution of any civil litigation not
cognizable by justices of the peace. 86 The impact of the fifty
dollar act is somewhat unclear; it supplemented older acts,
notably one passed in 1791 for the "speedy recovery" of
small debts "out of court. "87 The principal change was to
increase the magistrate's jurisdiction out of court from ten
pounds total debt and/or damages to fifty dollars, roughly
twice as much. 88 If the law had been enacted with the much
higher ceiling of one thousand dollars called for by some,
it would have been a radical change indeed. 89 Even in its
more moderate form, however, the law testifies to the widespread impatience with formal legal proceedings and the
preference for simpler justice shared by many delegates.
The arbitration bill was potentially much more dramatic
in its scope. In response to a petition from his constituents,
George Harryman, a delegate from Baltimore County active
in a range of legal reforms, sponsored the bill in 1809. 90 The
House record reads, "Mr. Harryman delivers a petition from
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BY THE HOUSE ·.OF DELEGATES, JANUARY 1, 1810.
,

o

RDERED, That the Printer of tile State be ~1/d he is hmby directed
to print with the Potes and Proceedings, for the cOllsideration of the People, .All
Act, entitled, An Act conceming ArhitratioJ~s, and for tIle more .YJeedy Admit!istralion

of Justice in this

Stale.

By Order,

-i. BREWER, Clk.

•
A Bill, entitled, An Act concerning Arbitrations, and for the more speedy
.Administration of Justice in this State.
,WHEREAS reason sanClions the opinion! :and experience jUltifies the belieF, that great defca. exist in the
judiciary system of this state, in as much 'al ju.tice in many cas!;;s is delayed, owing to the great length of time
required tu travel through the mazes and intricacies of courts, and the heavy an d ruinous cxpen:u:a ineyitabJy
attendant thereon; anti thcl~ being eVils whi.:h loudly call for a remedy, thct'cforl.:,
'
II. 8E IT ENACTED, by Ih, Gmrral ,Immbly .f Maryland, Th .. from anll after the first day of l\hy, eighteen
hunured and ten, It shall anli IndY be lawful fur eithf.:t party, plaintiff or dt:fenull-nt l or their lawful auoflu:y, in
aU.Clions which may not, on th~ day and yen ;.tforcuid, b~ cog:nul~tJJe by justices of tht: pt'atc, and in all ot~er '
"ivil aaians or suits \vhatcllcr, which may be hrought in any court l.lf this state after 'the first day of May' ntxt.
to enter 2t the dt:lk'. oHice in the eounty wnlo:rc! the dercndant re.id~s, a rule of r",fcrence, wherdn the said
put}' IhOll) $tate his, her or their determination, to have arbitrators dlosen on a day certain~ to be mentioned
thtTein, which day shall not. be morc than thirt}' day, from the time of entcring chdr determination aforesuid.
for he.ning !lnd determining:111 matterS in yuiancc b~twcen the paTtkl in luch luit·or Olalon. which rule shaJl
be entered on record by the clerk, and the following proceedings shOili be had thereon; that is to uy, the puty
entering the rule of reference ·shall procure from the clerk 1.1 copy therCl>f, under his hand alld seal, and shall.
by lome dilintcr~ted person~ within ten ,days therclJfter •• en e the same, or ;l copy thereof, on the opposite
party, hi" her or their agent or attorney, or if not to be iountl, leave a COllY tht--rcur at his. her ur their Ja5t
plact! of abo,le, giving at lc:a8t ten days notice in tlt¢ city of Baltimure of the day when the arbitrators arc to
be cho.en, and at Ie ... t fiftecn day. notice of such time in each and ev ..·ry county of,thia.statt', and the proof
eervicc shall be the oath or affirm~"tlon or the person serving the same.
UI. AND £8 IT .EN"ACTED, That where both partiCi attene, either hy themselves; their attornics or ngent.,
berM!! the clerk, the "rbitrator.:J shall be chosen in the roHo\ving manneT, [0 wit: The parties h:il\'ing first ugreed
.~ to the number of arbitrators, or in C:l!le of tlisagrrcmcnt, the nurnlJl:·t .hall bl: fixed by the -clerk, whkh shall
be either three, five or seven, the pbintiff ahall, in the first place, ·nomin.tte one pt'TSon jf the number fixed
upon be tbree~ two if the number be Glle, and three if the numblfr be Beven, ir all or eith(T of [helll be objetled'
to by the d.ef~ndant. the pl.dotUr shall nominate other person. in the pl;J(;e of thnse, o~jeClt;d to. until he norni ..
nates to th~ number of six persons for each tnd evcry person allowed to be by hJnl nOnimJted. nnd the: nmc
prjvit!!.~e shall bt: 'given to the f!efendant, and the like right to ohjct\ extended to the pl;aintifT, but if it should
J!) Iup'len that both or either of the plrties should objcll to a greater number of pt:fsuns than is above 8t:lled~ in
that ,~S~ the ;.rb:tr:ttora shall be appointed in the ,",mc m.wncl'",8 is· he-rein ~her dhcc1etl where one: of the
pard!!; nC'I"leth
to attend on the d.-y appointed (or'·,c!cCl:ing the arbitrators. but in nlSC tht: P:lrtIU :11l'tec: in the
5
c:hoice of osrbitrators ~S' above dir,~t\c:d. the <umpire shaH bl! chosen in the foHm·dng nl"noer, \'it:. Thr partif."s
,tull nominace alternately, (ber-inning with the plaintifr.) 1iCVt;n p~raons, \V~th liberty ~i,\'~n to each, or either of
them. in tcrn, to ubjeC<l.. LO such nomination, and if all the ~erson$ lim, tV)nl~niHeJ be ~)hJl'dcd to, the clerk ahall
n:UDt: a'person fur the umpire. if he be objected to by either of (he P"TLIts he 511:.1.,11 n",rut! anotlwr t and 80 ou
until he names CC\'cll persons, if all are objeCted to he sh~ll m<licc out :J. t~S{ of three f,ljlt~ble pt:Ulons If the, number
()fnbilr:nors 6~e-.j U[}Qrl be three, fi\·c ii the numb~r ~c hve,_ alh14~'ven If tlv: n.um~e~ hI.: seven. the pJrtlU .GhaU
then liui"-e out alte!lllldy, beginning with the plamtllT. until one cam!! unly la' lelt, who ,hall be the umpire.
IV. ANn ns IT RSACTHD, Th;,t if either of the parties sh:lll tcfu,sC (!f nt'r.l~<1 to app<:ar! by ~hcm~elves. tlwir ~t.
tora!:y or J,3-:t:t, on th~ d:t)' .lippointt'J, to choose arbitrators, prool bClUg mide, un o:.llh or aftaiUiu,IOO, that nottcc

or

The proposed arbitration bill, 1809-18 I 0, was tabled at the end of the 1809
legislative session. The House Speaker ordered it printed then. but it was not
revived in the 1810 legislative session. (Courtesy Maryland HistoTical Society,
Baltimore)
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sundry inhabitants of Baltimore County, praying an arbitration system; which was read and referred to [a committee
of] Mr. Harryman, Mr. Brown, Mr. Archer, Mr. Randall, and
Mr. Brent to consider and report thereon."91 The committee quickly produced a bill, but could not gather much support for it. Towards the end of the session, on New Year's
Day 1810, Harryman moved to have the bill referred to the
next General Assembly. No division of the votes was called
for. Stevenson Archer moved that the bill be printed and
publicly distributed, and it was so ordered by the Speaker. 92
The origins of the idea for the system of arbitration
outlined in the Maryland bill remain obscure. Historians
have detected a variety of procedures involving arbitrators
in several colonies during the eighteenth century, notably
within commercial communities and the communities of
religious minorities, such as the Quakers, and ethnic minorities, particularly Dutch and German. 93 Bills with provisions
similar to Maryland's were introduced in Kentucky in 1795
and in Pennsylvania during the Republican era there. 94 But
little is known about actual practices. Except when it occurred directly under the supervision of a court, to settle a
boundary dispute for instance, arbitration was unlikely to
leave a record. Widely scattered legislative bills and other
evidence confirm that elements within Jeffersonian Republicanism were pushing arbitration as an alternative to wasteful, expensive litigation. In 1804 a series of essays outlining
a broad Republican agenda for action in state legislatures
appeared in the regional paper of western Maryland, The
Maryland Herald, and Hager's·Town Weekly Advertiser. 95 This
happened in August, September, and October, as the state
was preparing for elections. 96 The fourth essay attacked the
inefficiency and injustice of prevailing legal procedures and
defended legal arbitration against the charge that it undermined the constitutional right of trial by jury.97 The tone
was extremely radical. The author railed against the oppressiveness of the existing regime of property law, dramatized
the great cost of "Iawyerizing" the collection of small debts,
and admonished readers to keep the right to trial by jury
in proper perspective. 98
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Maryland's arbitration proposal would have allowed any
civil complaint to be determined altogether outside the
courts. A panel of arbitrators evenly selected by the parties
would hear the evidence and make a determination. The
arbitrators would have summoning powers to gather evidence and hear witnesses and would make a formal decision. If either party then rejected the settlement, he could
appeal to the courts, but if he failed to win a judgment
more favorable than the arbitration settlement, he paid the
legal costs of his opponent as well as the original award and
a per diem penalty for the delay.
While support for the arbitration system was apparently
slim in the legislature, it became a focal point for vicious
electioneering in 1810 in some central Chesapeake counties.
A campaign in the Republican press generated vituperative
diatribes against lawyers, highlighting their alleged offensesfrom holding themselves superior to others to self-dealing
as members of the legislature. 99 In July, August, and September 1810, in anticipation of the October elections for a
November session of the General Assembly, the Republican
Star or Eastern Shore General Advertiser ran a series of articles
debating the virtues and vices of the legal establishment and
the lawyers supporting it. One group of local politicians tried
to stir up anti-lawyer sentiment, while another tried to neutralize it.
On July 3 the local Democratic-Republican party leaders
published their intention of holding district committee meetings to select a slate of suitable candidates for office. 1oo
Opponents criticized the move as an undemocratic effort to
manipulate the electorate. Democratic-Republicans defended
it as a means to guarantee that the voice of the people
would have a chance against the interests of wealth and
privilege. "Crito" published a letter "To the Democratic
Citizens of Queen Ann's County" defending the committee
plan; he then went on to praise the record of lawyers in
the Maryland legislature and attack what he termed "our
office-hunting Anti-Lawyer men."lol "Cato" returned fire,
castigating lawyers for their hypocrisy, self-dealing, and use
of the General Assembly to pass laws raising themselves
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above their constituents to the disadvantage of the public. 102
Another letter addressed to the "Democratic Citizens of
Queen Ann's County" from "No Office Hunter" criticized
lawyers for self-dealing in the legislature and attacked the
record of a particular incumbent. los In the same paper, a
stridently partisan letter to the "Democratic Citizens of
Caroline County" described the fifty dollar act and the arbitration system as measures in the interests of the people
that lawyers would naturally try to undermine. Seeking to
make the clearest possible connection between his anti-lawyer stance and his political views in general, the author
claimed he could tolerate a true "federal man," but could
not abide "tory scum" such as the "sheep sheering
Pinkney."lo4 Another letter to "The Democratic Citizens of
Caroline County" defended the Republicans' record of law
reform, promoted the arbitration system, and satirized the
learned legal tradition. l05 "A Voter of Caroline County" further attacked the record of lawyers in the state legislature
and promoted the arbitration system, which was now a significant issue in the campaign. lOG On August 14 and September 4, "Crito" published further responses to "No Office
Hunter" and "Cato" in which he defended the record of
lawyers in the legislature and criticized arbitration as dangerously subversive of law and of that bulwark of liberty,
trial by jury. 107
Throughout all this, the author promoting the system of
arbitration amplified the anti-lawyer theme in several ways.
His final piece, a lengthy harangue of over five full columns,
took lawyers to task for their ill-considered use of precedents, ridiculous rules of pleading, artificial rules of evidence, and degradation of trial by jury into a game of
chance. I08 Defending lawyers, "Crito" argued that they made
good legislators because they knew the law and therefore
knew which ones needed to be changed. l09 His opponents
complained, however, that a chief contribution of lawyers in
the legislature was passing laws written in language that was
generally unintelligible. llo "Crito" conceded that his views
might "rouse into action the herd of anti-lawyer men," but
wished to point out that disregarding the skill of lawyers
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might be foolish. He claimed that many authorities, including Blackstone, had found it strange that knowledge and experience are valued in most professions, while for some
reason every common man who has raised himself up in society with a little good luck fancies himself a competent legislator. I I I
At least as important as the content of these exchanges
about lawyers was the tone which each writer projected.
"Crito" emphasized his knowledge of the actual workings of
Maryland government in carefully slanted and somewhat
patronizing language. He punctuated it with sarcastic references to "Bonapart" and dictatorial rule-the implied result
of too much democracy-and similar rhetorical devices. His
opponent used strongly anti-aristocratic rhetoric, frequently
resorted to ad hominem argument, and employed highly abusive language to portray "Crito" as a pompous fraud, an
incumbent officeholder uninterested in the public welfare,
aiming only to perpetuate the strangle hold of lawyers over
Maryland government and society. Only lawyers, he alleged,
had so arranged it through the legislature that they could
have their fees collected by the sheriff without the full process of debt law. 1I2
The results of such campaign rhetoric are, of course,
impossible to measure exactly. The Democratic-Republicans
carried the elections of 1810 as they had in 1809, winning
a comfortable majority in the House of Delegates and sweeping the delegations from Maryland's central counties and
Baltimore.
The 1810 session of the legislature was highly politicized
and included abundant opportunities for delegates to express
their hostility towards lawyers, the legal establishment, and
the learned tradition of law. Theodorick Bland, later Chancellor of Maryland, had been reelected as a Republican delegate
from Baltimore. He was leading a campaign on the part of
local banking interests against the Bank of the United States.
Stevenson Archer led a move in the House to impeach the
two associate justices of his district. During the same session the chancellor, William Kilty, submitted a detailed report on the use of English and British statutes in Maryland. 113
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Associate Justices Thomas Jones and Zebulon
Hollingsworth, an old Federalist, survived the attempt to
remove them for dereliction of duty.114 The vote to remove
Jones was close. The House voted forty-six to twenty-five
against him, just shy of the constitutionally required twothirds majority needed to forward the petition to the governor. 115 The fate of Kilty's report, which had been commissioned by the legislature during a previous session, also
presents ambiguities. On the floor of the House, Bland
generously praised the meticulous work but implied that it
was sti\l incomplete. 116 After Bland's recommendation, the
Report was published, but never officially adopted by the
legislature. 117
With all of these other law-related issues on the agenda,
legislators apparently had little inclination to consider the
arbitration system. As the 1810 session was drawing to a
close, with no action yet on the arbitration bi\l, The Maryland Republican carried a dialogue between a "Lawyer" and
a "Parson," crafted by a radical reformer hoping to spur the
legislature into action. 118 Like the earlier pieces on the arbitration issue in the Eastern Shore paper, this one also attacked the legal profession generally. With considerable skill,
the Parson developed an elaborate portrait of lawyers as
privileged insiders dedicated to undermining justice rather
than serving the public. His particular themes included 1)
the ways in which lawyers had corrupted trial by jury, a legal
form much more ancient than their profession, and 2) the
elaborate rules for the exclusion of evidence "introduced by
lawyers and judges ... not by any legislatures ... to enhance
their profit by the mystery of the craft." 119 The Lawyer responded that his colleagues were renowned for "their extensive reading, deep-thinking, and close reasoning" and had
helped secure a system of government designed to protect
individual liberties, providing Americans with the greatest
government on earth.120 The Parson answered this claim with
a simple but powerful statement encapsulating the radical
anti-lawyer view of the matter.
The excellence of ollr government arises from having destroyed the
established monarchy, aristocracy, and hierarchy of England and
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leaving the people free to govern themselves. But you lawyers still
ride us. Now if you will only be so good as to let us do our own
law business, as we do the rest, then indeed we may well boast
that we have the best government on earth.l~1

There was no revival of the arbitration bill, but the campaign in 1810 dramatized many issues surrounding legal
reform from the perspective of those who wanted more than
mere pragmatic, piecemeal adjustments. The radical perspective emanated from a profound distrust of the legal establishment centered on the belief that professional lawyers
used the old-regime tricks of their elitist fraternity to corrupt the purpose of the law.
Conclusion
The anti-lawyer campaign had a distinct agenda in the
1790-1810 period in Maryland. As elsewhere, notably Pennsylvania and Kentucky, its various initiatives permeated state
politics for more than a decade. The movement was supported by a variety of ideologies, including radical hostility
to the use of law and government to create economic advantage and social inequality. Law reform was embraced by
localists, Democrats, Republicans, and moderate to conservative reformers. The latter camp included some leading
lawyers and entrepreneurs committed, in their own words,
to the "speedy administration of justice," but with little interest in radical experiments with debt law or systems of
arbitration. Such men were knowledgeable about courts and
familiar with the strengths and weaknesses of traditional and
formal procedures. From their perspective, the legal profession was to be controlled, not eliminated. During the Republican era in Maryland, these moderates nevertheless depended upon support from Democrats and radicals to get
elected, stay in office, and pass legislation. The Republican
political elite treated the anti-lawyer agenda with care as it
harnessed and tamed those who aimed more squarely at
demystifying the law and dismantling the monopoly of the
legal fraternity.
Such dynamics point to a pervasive distrust of the legal
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establishment hidden beneath the moderate compromises
that in fact became law and dominated legal development.
We now know that in at least four states anti-lawyer radicalism, based on resentment of the professionals' monopoly
and antipathy towards procedural technicalities, was a significant factor in the early national political process. Radical attacks on the common law tradition, while extreme,
were less marginal and more widespread than has generally
been suggested. Radical authors, such as Pennsylvania's Benjamin Austin, articulated a significant dimension of early
American legal culture. 122 Such views may well have represented an undereducated, localist perspective, but did not
represent a hollow fanaticism.
The coherence of anti-lawyer sentiment suggests a further conclusion. Some of the most important long-term continuities in our legal tradition have apparently survived only
by being persistently maintained and defended in the political sphere. We need to take up much more earnestly the
theme that legal culture interacts with society and the legislative process in unique ways.123 This approach does not
reject social, economic, and intellectual perspectives on the
law. It simply calls for more careful study of the political
dimensions of legal development. Lawyers have built and
defended their powerful tradition in the public sphere as
well as in courtrooms and professional writings.
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pence, or $2.66 to the pound. Compensating for depreciation of the cur-
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104. [d. The reference is probably to William Pinkney, an anglophile
whose successful legal and diplomatic career generated substantial fees.
105. [d., Aug. 14, 1810.
106. [d., Aug. 21, 1810.
107.
108.

[d., Sept. 4, 1810.
[d., Oct. 9, 1810.

Id., Sept. 4, 1810.
110. "A Voter of Caroline," id., Aug. 21, 1810.
111. Id., Sept. 4, 1810.
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Hollingsworth a mere 11. 1810 Votes and Proceedings, House 51.
115. 1810 Votes and Proceedings, House, 63, 91. Both men claimed
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Bland and Archer).
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119. Id.

109.
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45; Cook, Codification, supra note 23, at 13-16, 20-25. An excerpt from
Austin's writings is available in Honestus [Benjamin Austin, Jr.). Observations on the Pernicious Practice of the Law, as Published Occasionally in
the Independent Chronicle, in the Year 1786 [1819). in Law and jurisprudence in American History, ed. Stephen B. Presser and Jamil S. Zainaldin
(1989), 252.
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123. Cf. Alan Watson, The Evolution of Law (1985). "Law ... is above
all and primarily the culture of the lawyers and especially of the lawmakers-that is, of those lawyers who, whether as legislators, jurists, or
judges, have control of the accepted mechanisms of legal change." [d.
at 118.

